Jet Noise Report
With the addition of 36 more Growler jets in 2019 at Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island, the region has been bombarded.
July – August
The number of noise reports in 2021 exceeds the number
reported in 2020 by 50%. As for the first eight months of the
2022
year, January/August 2022 reports are 35% higher than
those reported in 2021.
Forks - so loud and prolonged circling that I couldn’t carry on a conversation on my
landline inside my house! And the jets are continuing to circle.

FINALLY!
August 2, 2022. Judge Jones adopted, in full, the Report and
Recommendation provided by Magistrate Creatura in December
2021. That report was the result of a National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) challenge brought by the plaintiffs—the State of
Washington and Citizens of Ebey’s Reserve (COER) and Paula
Spina—against the United States Department of the Navy.
Judge Jones made no changes to the magistrate’s
recommendations. His December report had admonished the
Navy’s Environmental Impact Statement (EIS):
Here, despite a gargantuan administrative record, covering nearly
200,000 pages of studies, reports, comments, and the like, the
Navy selected methods of evaluating the data that supported its
goal of increasing Growler operations. The Navy did this at the
expense of the public and the environment, turning a blind eye to
data that would not support this intended result. Or, to borrow
the words of noted sports analyst Vin Scully, the Navy appears to
have used certain statistics “much like a drunk uses a lamppost:
for support, not illumination.”
tinyurl.com/2p82ypat
******
Energy, pollution, climate change! Did you know that 14 Priuses
driving across the country produce the amount of CO2 that one
Growler jet produces in a single hour of flight? For more about
the effect of the Navy’s growler operations listen to these
podcasts: https://sites.libsyn.com/431445

Over Camano Island west heading east above Triangle Cove. Shaking the house,
dogs exit deck and come inside house.
97 dB per dB X Pro app. Flight W to E, 100’ over house.
9pm and there is awful deep , shaking thunder vibrating the south side of my
Anacortes home. War sounds - so many nights. Creepy and unsettling
10:56pm. July 21. Jet noise roaring fills the skies and fills my bedroom. Whidbey
active at this time of night. Atrocious. Sadly, this is not unusual behavior. S. Lopez.
Mount Vernon. For about the last 20 minutes, it's sounded like a mega-volcano was
erupting during a massive thunderstorm. This level of low frequently noise should
not be permitted in populated areas. Indoors with earplugs but I can *FEEL IT*
Camping in deception pass state park. Extremely busy holiday time with tons of
families camping. All day long these jets have been tearing through the sky. It’s
after 9pm and my kid can’t sleep because they’re exploding the damn atmosphere
above!
Kayaking in Port Susan with 2 Grandsons. Oldest one 8 years old looked at me
worried and yelled “Nana are we safe?” The truth is…none of us are safe from the
damage these planes are doing to us.

ALL Comments begin on Page 12.
A

Report excessive jet noise:
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site

INSIDE THIS REPORT:

Listen to the jet noise
that we hear in our region:
https://sounddefensealliance.org/gr
owler-videos-audio/
The Navy dismisses noise data:
https://f4be68e4-2f42-4ce8-b4c06fb1e95c8ac6.filesusr.com/ugd/f92
26a_2de6debbab2a4dfd822451c6f6
a3a75b.pdf

Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports by Day
Noise by Time of Day
Annual Comparisons
Maps of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents
of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting
Website. This document provides data broken out by reports generated inside
San Juan County and outside.
The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by

“Regardless of whether or not you
support the Navy’s mission or its
expanding presence in our public
lands, waters, communities, and in
the airspace above us, it’s good to
take a rational look at how we came
to have an electronic warfare range
for the loudest jets on the planet
over the quietest national park in
the Lower 48.” Read this report:
https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2
021/11/01/the-loudest-jets-in-thequietest-park/

the County Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their
reports and comments. Data reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County
to use this noise reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of
reports from the wider region. This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies
QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Comparison of Jet Noise Reports
First Eight Months of the Year
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
July - August 2022
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The map on page 10 indicates the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout San Juan, Island,
Skagit, Jefferson and Clallam Counties.
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Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
July, August 2022
OUTSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
July, August 2022
INSIDE San Juan County
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Jet Noise Reports, By Day
July, August 2022
INSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports, By Day
July, August 2022
OUTSIDE San Juan County
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month, day and location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise
averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in
this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
July - August, 2022
INSIDE San Juan County
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
July - August, 2022
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Note the excessive
late-night noise,
disturbing sleep of
children and adults.
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.
Note the variation in noise experienced during the day and night and in different locations. The Navy persists in
using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average"
noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports - All Locations
2015 - 2021
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, 2021
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The map on page 10 indicates the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout San Juan, Island,
Skagit, Jefferson and Clallam Counties.
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The following three “Heat
Maps” use color variation
to show the intensity of jet
noise reports. The first map
is of the larger region and
includes the Olympic
Peninsula. The next two
focus on San Juan County,
and then Island County.
These maps are based on
data for all of 2021; 11,148
reports.

Original jet noise data from the San Juan County Open Data website.
Data has been edited for the Poget Sound and Olympic areas of
interest. Map Created by Sarah Blake 7/9/2022 using Point density
Tool. Map in NAD 1983 State Plane Washington North projected
coordinate system.
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Comments Submitted with July and August 2022 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running inside your
home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. Noise over 120 dB can
cause immediate harm to your ears.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal identifiers
are deleted/modified, as are expletives. Some reports do not include comments.

It’s 1 AM!!!!!! Still horrid thunder and vibrations washing over my house in
Anacortes- took the noise canceling headphones off tooo soon! Unpleasant
and unhealthy here. Insane and unconscionable for people farther south.
Jet noise continues constantly. It is 1am and I have important calls first thing
in the morning. No sleep tonight. War zone on civilians. F*** the Navy
This is harassment "
House is shaking! Yet it was built to with stand 150 mph winds! Rick Larsen
needs to stop protecting the Navy in the interest of National defense and
pay attention to our defense!
81.6 dBs inside house. Windows closed.
Incredibly loud military jet noise all morning and into this afternoon. I was
teaching this morning and had to stop speaking several times because the
noise was so loud and my students couldn't hear me. Horrific levels of noise,
incredibly stressful.
Forks This time clearly visible and low height meant my iPhone captured it!
Gotcha! Too low and over town! Stopped conversation. Need to fly over the
desert or ocean, not populated areas.
Sounds like multiple jets, ongoing for several minutes. Loud, inside with
windows closed.

Really loud growlers running up their engines SE Lopez, 20 July 22,
12:18pm, Wed: Huge window rattling, Noisy Overflight - again! 85.7
decibels. visitors from Seattle asked " Why is this allowed to happen?"
What a fine question for Rep Larsen and Sen Patti Murray.
It has not been eight hours since they finally stopped last night !
we
have family coming during the week and the child that is coming
experiences sensory issues. If the flying is keeping with this week then we
will have them stay elsewhere.
Trying to enjoy time in laconner but the growlers are making that
impossible
Long , loud jet noise. Can always tell it's a growler by how long the noise
lasts and loud the noise is.
Utterly ridiculous to be flying these loud jets at this time of night. This is the
exact reason these jets need to be moved. Your lack of respect for the
residents of Washington state comes through clearly by this disruption at
this time of night.
Very loud 2 aircraft disrupting sleep. I have on white noise - it cut through
and shook house
12

Forks - so loud and prolonged circling that I couldn’t carry on a conversation
on my landline inside my house! And the jets are continuing to circle.
Forks Low and loud, arriving for more noise harassment for today….not
even able to enjoy nature sounds on the drizzly morning…two minutes later,
and I still hear the rumbling roar!
Annoying rumbling all afternoon - and now all night. We had to listen to
this all evening yesterday - and the day before - and the Navy schedule says
we should expect more tomorrow and Friday. Take your loud planes
somewhere else please.Growler "Blasting-off" from NASW, now overflying.
Growlers flying low and loud
Growlers starting today's abuse to our eardrums
Growlers starting up and making sure everyone below gets blasted with
noise
Heard it from inside the house. Lasted about 5 min. My 2-year old daughter
noticed it and stopped doing yoga and tried to look out the window to see
what it was.

Noise is what you get when a growler is flying
Numerous overflights
Over and over and over. please move to North Dakota.
Overflight after overflight after overflight.
SE Lopez, 14 July 22, Thur: Walking on a peaceful morning. . . Silence
broken by 85.3 decibels of a low flying Growler SCREAMING overhead.
These jets are just too loud. Can't hear jets taking off from Seatac and we
live closer to them then on Lopez. Can't even work from home.
Watmough head
We can hear the growlers starting up for another day in hell
Wtf I can't even go out on my deck in the morning without growlers
deafening sound
98239

Loud and low overflights began at 8:00 am and continue to the present.

Navy noise continues. even with windows closed it is a low level dentist
drill going on and on. Oh for quiet to rest and released from the noise.sent
in many noise reports today, less than a fourth of the number of noise
events from Whidbey.

98229

98239

Loud fly over- probably more than one plane which is often the case.

(Forks)

Loud jet over Mt Vernon. Long roar, deep rumble. Seemed to be heading
East. Disruptive. Still rumbling.

2,3??

July 1. Growler screaming over south Lopez.

Loud noise rumbling through my house. You can feel it in the walls and
floors. Woke me up from sleep. This is hell.
Mount Vernon. Just another batch of excessively loud jets going over my
house.

98239 Afterburner hell in Coupeville
Over Camano Island west heading east above Triangle Cove. Shaking the
house, dogs exit deck and come inside house 98239 Two growlers, double
the noise.
Also at 10:25am

Another ear shattering growler flyby
Another low, LOUD, jet screaming over.
Another way too loud for residential area Growler flyby. When is the
madness going to stop?

Growler noise off and on ALL morning. Waking to a "thunder-storm"
created by the Navy's Growlers, every morning, is very disturbing!
Growlers flying by loudly disrupting our lives
Growlers noise ALL morning long!

Around Mount Vernon. Maybe. The noise was coming from every direction
and I couldn't see the jets. Insanely loud. Nothing this loud should be
permitted for anything but emergency use. It's not just disruptive, it's
painful.

Nothing like disrupting a beautiful takoff and flying to the Olympics

Arrrrgh!

In a ferry in Thatcher Pass when I heard LOUD GROWLER overhead. It’s
amazing I can hear it inside my car with the engine noise and my radio on!!!

Come on people are trying to live here. Too damn loud for residential area
death to all american warmongers.
Direct flyover
Endless loud jets. Nonstop all day.
extremely loud jet - my child and I had to cover our ears since we were
outside at the time
Flight noise
Forks - back with a mighty roar!
Forks - starting as low rumble resembling thunder rolling up the river
canyon, expanding to a seemingly low fly over unable to see due to heavy
marine air, the have arrived for the day…no peaceful nature sounds.

Growlers overflying all morning.
Growlers running up their engines for another day of ear shattering noise

It’s always fun when huge planes fly over your house that there is a shadow
from your skylights!
Just got word OLF runway will be closed for repairs . The last time
everything flew out of NAS we had no peace … Flying 10 to 12 hours a day !
With 20 minute breaks every two hours ! I feel like screaming and weeping !
All the kids !!!! Expendable!!!
Long lasting loud jet sound. At times rattled the bathroom mirror
Loud low rumble 4th one in 15 minutes!
Loud rumble 10:05, 10:08, kind of on going this morning.
Low constant roaring like jets are circling northwest of my location.
Growlers making more noise than you would think possible

Forks Extremely loud use of afterburners for war games directly over town
and ONP and National Forest. Sounded like three jets. Sound lingered for
three minutes.

Growlers starting to run up their engines so loudly

Frightened livestock and pets. Causing panic with aninals

Low overflights. Very distracting.

Full afterburner right overhead.

More growler flights to ruin our sum.er

Low low flyover. Shock waves

More growler noise today. Oh my ears hurt

Dugualla heights oak harbor.

Mount Vernon. Oh goodie. Another day of hell thanks to a self-righteous
Navy.

Several long, low direct flyovers

My god!!!!!!!!!
Off and on flights all morning. Beautiful summer day and can’t go outside
because if the jets.
One after another…. Looong extremely loud noise events. Per usual.
Overflights very loud
Dangerously loud levels of noise over the parade route. The organizers of
the event were praising the flights overhead despite the fact that they were
painful. I am so disappointed in this community and the navy, all involved.
Frustrating. Harmful.

Deception Pass. July 26. Out with the family for a special day at Deception
Pass. Huge loud jet roar from growler. Thanks for ruining the moment.
"Terrible vibration. Rattling house beams
Watmough head
Locator not wirkung"
Thunderous fly over!!!
Trying to enjoy CAMA beach with children activities but the jets keep acting
up north of us.

Overhead

Very loud, low-frequency energy emissions are more than annoying, they
vibrate ground beings too.

Probably 5th or 6th fly over since 10 oclock- every 5-10 minutes.

Waaay low.

"Rattling windows
Loud sound continued about 2 minutes, slowly faded to low rumble"

11:53am, July 18. South end of Lopez. Growler flying overhead, northerly.
LOUD SCREAMING DEEP ROARING. I was walking, had no ear protection.
Deafening and bone rattling.

"Rumbling up through the floor

11:57am. South Lopez. Growler roaring over us.

Watmough head lopez. Locator not working"

2 different planes

Same jet. Middle of tourist season and they are trying to understand why all
the noise in a paradise. Another jet now coming some opposite direction.
So sad

2 growlers flying close headed east over Camano towards Cascades

Same jet. Still at afterburner
Dugualla heights oak harbor
Loud

Again, jets and rumble. There is no reprieve. Can’t enjoy out doors on an
island that is made for out door activities. It’s so frustrating.
"Ault engine noise
Watmough Head Lopez"
Cape St. Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington

Continuing ongoing flight noise, too frequent to make individual records

Growlers starting to fly so it will be another ear shattering day

Direct fly over Lopez

How long will this invasive noise persist in the PNW? THE FLIGHTS
CONTINUE, increasing, with no let up. How long until our elected
representatives actually legislate to protect the public’s health from this
noise and air pollution? HOW LONG?

Direct flyover going south to north. Extremely loud description choice is not
sufficient to relate to the noise level. Very low flyover with landing gear
down.
"Engine noise from Ault

I can feel my ear drums vibrate ! It hurts !

"Flying south

Into ONP hiking and jets plying the skies disrupting nature sounds and
babbling Elk Creek! Growlers should not be flying over Forks town and
environs, nor ONP!

Very high so surprised at so much noise"

Is this rumbling going to last all day?

Flyover

It is evil for a city to request the military to come here and do something
known to be traumatic to any greater than zero number of residents. This is
why I feel I am surrounded by uncaring monsters. This is the most evil
country on the planet.

Watmough head"

Forks - second pass over town this morning…so hoping for a quiet day like
Sunday. Not so far this morning.
Mount Vernon. Oops, I made the mistake of letting my cat sit on my lap
now I have bleeding scratches on my legs because the Navy scared the crap
out him. Sorry, Navy, I'll try to be more considerate of your flight schedules
from now on.
Forks Fourth Passover and circling and more frequently than earlier!
Almost 10pm and there is horrible grinding thunder deeply shaking my
Anacortes home- sounds like end of the world to the south. Horrid.
Forks- None stop circling since they first arrived and at 12:03, I still hear
them. Lots of circling over town. Grrrr Growlers!
Frequent rumble sounds and faint low vibrations.
"From Watmough
Sounds like bombing from Ault
Locator not working"

Low flying growler aircraft impacting my life
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
It’s the continuing constant roar that is on-going all morning to the
Northwest. My heart goes out to affected our area The footprint of
ecological damage is huge when you remember how many tons of carbon
are being dumped in us.
Jet noise, not as significant as usual but there; however, today a judge ruled
the Navy’s EIS for substantially increasing Growler flights did not adequately
consider noise impacts to humans and nature- gives hope for birds, orcas,
humans.
Forks. First day of school and the jets have circled all morning and into the
afternoon. As of 3:15 when school lets out, no Growlers. Not even one day
to teach playground rules, safety during flyovers or teach without the
blasted interruptions!

Killing us in the park with all the continuous.flying overhead. We didn't
travel ffrom Ohio for this.
Loud screaming jet overhead. South Lopez. DEAFENING.
Loudest i have heard since 2020. Aircraft was probably below 800 feet with
power up.
Mount Vernon. For about the last 20 minutes, it's sounded like a megavolcano was erupting during a massive thunderstorm. This level of low
frequently noise should not be permitted in populated areas. Indoors with
earplugs but I can *FEEL IT*
Low flying and extremely loud. Has basically ruined my present life!!!!!!!
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft

Multiple aircraft noises, ongoing
Growlers need to move to remote location for this earshattering flying
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
My ears are still vibrating..please stop it.
Noise noise noise in Coupeville from ault field…. Loooong noise events,
maybe run ups? Horrible constant noise.
Noise went on all afternoon
Noisy growlers flying all morning
Over and over, too low and too loud and too long, as usual. It is so peaceful
when they are not here and so irritating to hear them coming, always
without warning, of course.

9pm and there is awful deep , shaking thunder vibrating the south side of
my Anacortes home. War sounds - so many nights. Creepy and unsettling

"Rattling windows

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day

Watmough head"

Mount Vernon. For the last three days, it's been a near non-stop rumble
and a general increase in the number of jets flying over. Saw six flying in a
close formation yesterday. Time for the Navy to move to a more
appropriate location.

Rumble and vibration every couple minutes for the last half hour. The
rumble is getting fairly loud, loud enough to block out all other background
noises.

Loud rumble while we wait for the vet. Dogs get nervous and every time it
rumbles.
Low , LOUD, screaming over the boat.

SE LOPEZ, 31 Aug 22, Wed.: Vacuuming . . . Suddenly an overwhelming
noise - couldn't hear the vacuum. A Growler was roaring overhead. 92.3
decibels. Insane that our homes have become a WAR PRACTICE ZONE for
the Navy.

Low and extremely loud overflights this morning.

Super low flyovers

Mount Vernon. Some kind of massive rumble sound happening every 30
seconds or so. It's actually possible it's thunder except it's been going on for
too long and it's too consistent.

"The Pilot was returning from Olympic National Park and he/she did an
OUTSTANDING job of minimizing the Growler noise by coasting back to NAS
Whidbey at idle. This is not common.

Ault noise

Thunderous. Bad.

Aug 23. 12:34pm. Screaming jet roaring over south lopez.

Too loud, too low

Come on it is such a great summer day but stuck inside because of the
constant growler flights

Very low S Lopez
Was the second assault merely belaboring the point or due to
incompetence?

Constant Vibration so much for enjoying the quiet of the village
Ear shattering growlers

"Wretched metallic screaming from the skies of Oak Harbor. Very hard to
concentrate at work- trying to care for patients in medical clinic.

End of the world? Sounds like it with growers terrorizing the people trying
to live here

This is a very unhealthy environment.

Enjoying a nice lunch- then a screaming loud jet ruins it!

Mid day, Weekday"

Flights so loud, long and repeated. Kids came outside and now have to go
back in. Sound penetrating the house and they are even flying north of us.
Not sure what is causing the addition, more than normal rumble. HATE
THEM

2 growlers flew over my house on Camano Island while I was on the phone
on my deck. The jet noise was so loud I couldn't hear the person I was
talking to and had to end the call.
2 growlers flying side by side. Dogs head indoors off porch. Too loud on
porch. Over 3 fingers mountain in cascades. Still hear. Big noise footprint.
Horrible.
20 minute break and right back at it ! Four hours then break … Will go on for
up to twelve hours for night training . That means I only get one hour of
quiet per day . ( 3 • 20 ) one hour for yard work , playing outside ,
barbecuing.
4-engine prop going around in circles at low elevation
8/23 12:53pm. Afternoon disrupted due to loud growler flight activity.
Constant loud rumbling. Roaring overhead. I am trying to concentrate on my
work and the roaring and rumbling are distracting. Why should I have to
wear headphones in my own home?
Another noisy flyover of growlers
Another thunderous fly over!!!

For the last two hours, while weedeating with earplugs, the roar of the jets
overpowered my noise.
Forks - Roaring over the Forks schools as teachers hold their meetings. Noise
discernible inside closed doors. Is this what the school year will sound like?!
F***!
Going since 8:00 am
GOOD GOD!! the sudden noise - then grinding, wooshing, mind grating
NOISE from over town and OLF.
Growler flew by sending the grandkids back inside to try and avoid the noise
Growlers flying loudly by ruining the peace
Mount Vernon. Lovely day to have windows open. Then the Navy starts
flying too close and too loud and I have to close the windows and switch to
fans and A/C (and earplugs)

Growlers flying low and loud

Lots of jet roaring in the skies. Very noisy. Distracting. South Lopez.

Growlers starting their engines and making ear shattering noise.

Loud growler flyby

Have been flying off and on for last couple days. Grandkids came inside
because of flights.

Loud growler jet noise flying over Camano heading east. Following with
Binoculars. Can still hear jet although over Cascade mountains.

Hell do we ever get a day of peace from the growlers. 5 days of torture in a
row

Loud rumbling jet roar. South Lopez. Distracting me from my work.

I work from home. My concentration is absolutely shattered today thanks
to the growlers.

Loud, sustained
Low flight south Lopez

I would feel less despair if organizations like the SDF had a "not on this
planet" stance rather than "not in my backyard." The growlers are a
symptom; the military is the disease.

More growlers making my ears ring. They really need to find a remote place
for this training

Long loud constant (as in a few minutes) blasts of noise. Started after 10:30
this morning

Multiple direct flyovers all morning

Lots of rattling windows in our house due to Navy noise
Loud and long enough that I couldn’t hear my doctor on the phone. I had to
hang up until it was over and call back.
Loud jet screaming by to the south.
NOISE NOISE NOISE!!!!!
In the middle of a client therapy session navy growler flew over and it was
loud and traumatic to our delicate work.

More than now

NO!!!!!!
Noise from jet flying over and noise from engine testing.
Outside, ridulously loud air noise from up north, over and over again
polluting the sky- now flying over to high to see- loud!!!!
Over 30 minutes of roaring from Whidbey NAS. Please move to China Lake,
CA. There are superb repair facilities there and many runways! Plus, it is in
a remote area, and the Navy welcomed by the locals.
Overflights began early this morning and continue to the very present.

"It is just hard to think- with that echoing metallic roaring- echoing across
the skies constantly. Just trying to care for patients in an Oak Harbor
medical clinic.

Overflights shaking windows

that's all..."

Rattling away

Jet noise ruining a lunch break outside. HUGE ROARS. South End Lopez
August 16.

Forks - Stopped the birthday party and all conversations. Easily seen and
well below 10,000 feet over populated areas and far up into O N P. War

Oweeee !!!!!!!

games and evasive use of afterburners blasts our sensibilities. Cannot
escape it even indoors.
Rural countryside, just pure nature, disrupted by the constant roar
Same aircraft, back with hatred of silence.
SE Lopez, 19 July 22, Tue: Another extremely loud overflight - 84.6 decibels.
So loud I had to suspend my phone call. Darn it!
The jet roaring continues. The sky is FULL OF JET NOISE. The jets seem to
be to the south of us, but they are so loud their noise echoes everywhere.
Disturbing and annoying. Like constant thunder. South Lopez. Aug 16.
The low-frequency acoustic energy emissions are coming from the direction
of Oak Harbor. Loud and grating!
Today is just ridiculous in terms of assaultive noise. It’s nonstop and
incredibly invasive. What are you trying to prove? That we have air power?
Too many incidents to count since morning
Trying to enjoy lunch outside and then the growlers joined us
Trying to enjoy my retirement but the noisy growlers are not allowing it
Trying to play with the kids outside on a summer day. The just take away
the beauty and peace.
Two very loud purposeful flights over house. Out of their way.
Unsafe to venture outdoors!

We're getting hammered by jet noise in Coupeville today.
Wow very loud growler flyby sending everyone back inside.
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington"
1:20pm. Aug 17, SCREAMING GROWLER OVER SOUTH LOPEZ. DEAFENING. I
WAS OUTSIDE WITH NO EAR PROTECTION. LONG ROAR. Growlers have no
business flying over populated areas. It is abuse.
1:40pm two growlers roaring over south Lopez. Roaring!!!!!!!!!!
2 growlers direct flyover
"2 growlers flying in close formation and low over the top of Camano
headed east to Cascades.
Very very loud. "
3 extremely loud, ear shattering blasts. Seems like they are zigzagging
around for maximum blasts. Maybe they are mad.
auditory assault on your own populace is cruel
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington
Continuing Engine noise from Whidbey/Ault
Loud aircraft that goes on and on and on and woke me up. Military aircraft.
They’re the only ones with that kind of loud low longevity
No sleep ! When are they going to stop !

US citizens are being injured by the noise

Refueling tankers - they don't just fly over, they fly around and around and
around. Right over Lopez

Very loud blast of noise

Engine noise from Whidbey/Ault hurting my eqrs

We’ve absolutely had enough today. Fly-overs that are super loud THE
ENTIRE MORNING NONSTOP. This needs to stop.

Extremely oppressive roaring.
Growlers raising hell today for anyone within 20 miles.

Long lasting flight. Trying to work from home.
Loud growler jet noise over South End Lopez.
Low flying growler aircraft
Low loud South Lopez
Most of the morning. Loud rumble vibration - followed by high fly over.
Hard to see so high in the air- but sooooo loud. It's been pretty much non
stop. Schedule says flying tonight. In reality it's all day. 8-10 events so far
today i think.
Mount Vernon. My partially deaf mother-in-law, wearing noise canceling
earbuds, had to stop the riding lawn mower so she could plug her ears. Not
exaggerating. That was LOUD.
Really loud growler flyby
SE LOPEZ, 16 Aug 22, Tue: At 1:09pm, 1:50pm, and 1:55pm screaming
Growlers flew over our house. We were inside and the recorded decibels
were 89.9, 84.8 and 85.6. The house was shaking, windows vibrating. Why
is it OK to strafe our homes?!!!!!!!
Series of 2 growlers flying close side by side traveling East towards
Cascades over the top of Camano Island. It is now 3:30pm. There have been
6 pairs of planes in a two hour space of time. Think of the tonnage of
exhaust waste dumping on us. Ugh.
So need to have these constant flights moved to a less impactful place.
Turned our sky into a war zone today.
We’ve also been hearing loud persistent rumbling late at night interfering
with sleep
5 jets just flew over house, super noisy
73.8 dB. Too loud.

A day at the beach. Growlers flying making so much noise. Feel like q am
trapped in my home with sound cancelling headphones is my life
ALL MORNING LONG ... a constant roar from Growlers taking off from
NASW, then overflying Camano Island.
"Amazing that I can still hear lower level noise after all the extreme noise of
today
Here it comes again…"
"Constant rumbling this morning and afternoon
Loud loud, and we cannot even see these planes
How bad is this for the poor folks at "
Do you feel the hatred?
Double direct flyover complete with earsplitting engine roar plus piercing
whistles
Ear shattering flyby of growlers
Engine runnup
Loud growlers flying and deafening everyone below
Extremely loud overflights
Forks - Not so nice tight circles overhead, two Growlers chasing each other
over the quiet forest.
Grandkids crying as growlers flyby
Growlers flying and making a hell of a lot of noise
Haven’t been able to list all the noise event todat
Horribly loud. Growler overflying Camano Island headed east to Cascade
Mountains. Can still hear roar.

I am so stressed. The jets have been so loud and so often all day today. I
can’t focus to work. That means I am loosing my income.
Just another run-of-the-mill, ear splitting, activity disrupting, vertigo
inducing, massive blast of noise from your friendly neighborhood Navy. See
you in five minutes when we get the next one.
Kayaking in Port Susan with 2 Grandsons. Oldest one 8 years old looked at
me worried and yelled “Nana are we safe?” The truth is…none of us are
safe from the damage these planes are doing to us.
Loud loud loud loud jet over south Lopez. Long roar. It is cloudy, so I
cannot see it, but the persistent and long rolling roar has all the earmarks of
a Growler. Still roaring. Still roaring.

NON STOP ALL DAY. HOW MUCH TRAINING DO THEY NEED? Sounds like
they just sit on the runway and rev the motors. Thats not training, that's
pure machoism.
One of the loudest events. From inside the house with windows and doors
closed it sounded like a bomb going off, the ripple affects made it sound like
the sky was on fire.
Outside of Hoh Rain Forest and only two aeronautical miles from ONP
…friend lives totally off grid and in the woods. Our ndoor conversations
were shattered numerous times by Growlers blasting above us…
"Rumblings until 10pm and later
Could not stay outside

"Mind numbing background roaring from Growler flights. While not
damaging of hearing as it sometimes is. It is nevertheless difficult to
concentrate on patient care in medical clinic here in Oak Harbor
It is directly adjacent to a school.
Flying after midnight again. Woke me up. Extremely loud. This is torture.

Very very disturbing given that where we are, we should be well protected
from the noise."
SE LOPEZ, 13 Aug 22, Sat: 5 Growlers flying in formation - estimated 3,000
feet - directly overhead - flying E. GIGANTIC, PAINFUL NOISE. Why is this
necessary?!!!!!

Growlers were flying until well after midnight. At roughly 12:30 AM there
were several consecutive engine roars, as if Growlers were taking off from
NASW.

Second growler- up extremely high- extremely loud!!!

Mount Vernon. Insanely loud. Rock-concert-right-next-to-the-speakers
loud. Inner-ear-affected-and-lost-my-balance loud. Should-not-beoperating-in-populated-areas loud. Shamefully loud. If the Navy cared.

So loud! There goes my peaceful Saturday!

Mount Vernon. What the Hell? Are we at war? It's been non-stop loud jets
for the last hour. I was asked in a work call to mute because of the
background noise.
Noise…so intrusive. These Jets were designed to have an impact on the
morale of the enemy. The public of the USA should not be the practice
arena of the navy.

So far up in the sky just can barely see, so loud and rumbling as it flys over

South Lopez. The skies are ROARING with jet noise. Unpleasant to be
outside. Why do we attract tourists when this place sounds like a war zone?
Why does the Navy treat us like a war zone?
Stop it
"Terrible gut rattling engine noise
It’s been going on all day
Watmough head lopez "

Time to move the jets to the desert

Get damn growlers out of here. So loud

Waves of noise from takeoffs all morning

Getting both growler flight and noise from on the ground

Wow that was loud growler flyby

Growlers flying loudly by.

98239

"Growlers then thunder then more growlers

Nothing like the smell of fuel !

A couple of thunderclaps rattled the windows just like growlers"

2-3 different aircraft, all loud

Horribly loud disruption. This level of sound should be illegal in residential
communities– worried about my hearing and can't hear my zoom calls for
work.

3:08pm. 8/15. South Lopez. Roaring jet noise in the sky. The noise is
coming from the south, and it is a deep thundering roar. Persistent. Awful.
A day at the beach with the grandkids and loud growlers. Really wish they
could find a remote place to do this training
August 9. Lots of jet noise in the air. Prolonged roaring. Above us and
around us. Southend Lopez.
Big plane has now gone above my house over four times ! Why r they
training on Sunday
Death to all american warmongers.
Extremely loud growler flyby. This is so wrong for a residential
neighborhood
Flight noise now
Flights 2 growlers headed east over top of Camano. Extremely loud. Can
still hear them but they disappear out of sight in the cascades.
Forks - typed too soon! Elementary school still in session and Growler just
blasted over. In ten more minutes, kids will get on the bus, another time for
safety and adult voices to be heard!
Forks. And the noise continues as I predicted. Not every minute but several
times an hour!

How can it be acceptable for us to only get 1 or two hours during a regular
day to be outside without wearing protection?
Huge rumbling roar of jet noise. Like Thunder. South Lopez. 3:42pm, July
19.
Is the schedule the Navy provides just a fantasy? We have had flying every
day for weeks !
Keys noon stop. It's just unnatural
"Lots of jet noise today
Forks region - Even dog stopped playing and looked to the sky…loud after
burners and again circling over town and ONP. We don’t need that blast;
just need Growlers to blast out of here permanently!
Low, loud, and , basically, right in my living room. All day the Growlers have
been overflying west Camano. Just now one passed low along the western
side of the island.
Mount Vernon. Even knowing it's coming, nothing can prepare you for the
Navy's self-serving Sound of Freedom :tm:

Mount Vernon. Had to close the windows to continue a Zoom meeting and
still had trouble hearing people until the jet(s) passed. Way too loud for
residential areas.

82 degrees and have to close up my house ! I am so agitated!

"Noise level is getting louder

"Engine noise from Ault has awakeds us

Cannot carry on conversation outside"

Extremely loud"

Really?

Afterburner directly overhead.

Ridiculously loud military aircraft.

98239

Sunday ? Why ?
The EA-18G aircraft are overhead Oak Harbor but the acoustic energy
emissions radiate long distances.

Forks - starting AGAIN today at 2:50, 3:53 and now at 4:53 Growlers are
circling overhead and heard at the mouth of the Hoh (per hiking friends),
over Forks (me) and at Rialto Beach (friends). Cannot escape the noise
today!

Three growlers high fast and very loud

Another damned growler making life hell for Americans living here

Trying to have a business lunch. Jet fly overs and one tandem. Stops
coversations.

By

"Very difficult to concentrate at work in healthcare facility due to afternoon
metallic rising and falling screaming aircaraft. Thankfully not earsplitting
just now, but extremely distracting none-the-less.
Oak Harbor"

Dugualla heights. Plane woke entire household.

C-17 ? Pulled an ridiculously low tight turn in the Chuckanut mtn range
Camping in Bow
Dugualla bay. Very loud very low.

Very loud growler flyby

Exceedingly loud overflights throughout the day. Just after 4:00 pm, an
extremely loud Growler pass occurred. Another overhead is taking place
now.

Very loud growler flyby. TKe it to remote location. You are causing a lot of
pain to those of up trying to live here

Fly those noisy growlers somewhere less populated

We are in Greenbank very close to Greenbank Fatm.

Flying low and loud and fast headed east to train. Why not high slow and
less loud until out of the heavily populated residential area?

Wow! What a nice quiet day in Coupeville, then out of nowhere, NOISE!!!
Low flyover... startling and disturbing.
4:13pm. Trying to listen to a podcast. LOUD JET blocks it out. South Lopez.
4:46pm. DEEP DEEP ROLLING ROAR from growler over south Lopez.

"Going since 8 am for eight hours so far I have had only 40 minutes of my
day without noise. There is always the anxiety of when will they start flying
and the same in anticipation that they will stop ! First day of blood pressure
meds!

98239. It’s 12:14am and the damn Growlers are waking up the
neighborhood!!
Extremely Loud. GOOD GOD!! 12:14 am.... AM (!!!)
Growlers flew over deafening everyone below. They need to find a remote
place to fly
Growlers starting up for today's abuse
In Anacortes, loud loud deep vibrating roar from NASWI. Very disturbing.
How do people put up with this?
Kids bCk inside because the growlers are too noisy
Loud and deep jet noise from whidbey. Like thunder. Anacortes.
It's midnight and the jets are still flying every five minutes. When is this
going to stop and why is it allowed to continue? There seems to be no sense
of urgency from our officials and no relief. It's outrageous.
Low over south end of Lopez

(Clinton)
5:22pm. The roaring of the jets at Ault fills the skies. Deep roaring.
All quiet. Then the growlers break the silence. Just nature and damn
growlers.
Another deafening over pass. Go away! Let us enjoy dinner and family time!
Came in low and loud from the east-ish over my neighborhood in Friday
Harbor. May have been a helicopter.
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Too low to residence. Windows shook.
Forks - loop after loop sounding like thunder which we are expecting,
lightning too. Very unnerving!! Feels like they are circling right over my
house. Even my dog is looking up to “see the noise.”
God help us it is Sunday ! Could we please have Peace !!
Growler flight noise Plus many loud blasts of jet noise coming from
Whidbey

Mt Vernon. Most of June has been surprisingly pleasant given the Navy's
history, but The Rumble started back up today. I almost forgot how much
tension and anxiety it causes.

Has been going on for 6 minutes

Really trying to enjoy my day outside but growlers are tearing up the sky
making that impossible

Lots of loud flying noise from Whidbey

Repeated loud and low overflights!
This is bulls*** having to hear noisy growlers all day in my own home
Three growlers flying in formation . It cannot be described how it feels in a
Sunday afternoon…when the week was horrible ! Just want some peace and
quiet.
98277

12

It sounds like the air was torn apart !

Forks. Ears blasted by afterburner rumble as jet vasively circled and
punched the power. Three minutes later, I still hear the rumble though the
jet has passed off to the west …miles do not minimize the sound by much.
Mount Vernon. Been flying overhead off and on all day. If the Navy would
at least adhere to a schedule, I could plan when to be outside.
Rumbled my stomach while I’m trying to eat dinner!
Too loud for residential area
Two growlers flying over. Loud!!!!!

Anacortes 8/10/22. The jet roaring in the skies is persistent. As if the jet
taking off and flying and roaring is producing a continuous echo.
August 10. Anacortes. Been annoyed all afternoon by frequent loud jet
noise from Whidbey. Now here it is again. The Navy is a pest,as well as a
liar.
Chinook over Coupeville… not the fish.
Flying over again. Numerous planes flying over today. Its hard to keep up
documenting all of them.

Terrible sound overhead. Can’t hear my phone call
98239
Forks Another pass over with engines blasting. Seems like the flight pattern
is going to be hourly annoyances and disruptions to nature sounds on this
August summer day.
98239
Trying to work from home. Flights and it’s 9am

Forks - a day of loud flyovers continues, but hopefully they are head d back
to base…goodbye and good night!

Very loud growler flyby

God damn you. Get the growlers out of here

Awakened after 2am by growler jet noise. So disheartening. The Navy does
important work, but it should not be to the detriment of the citizens you are
training to protect. Do better Navy. I have faith that you can.

Got home at 5 Navy jets have been blasting away. No peace.
Growlers making noise in residential neighborhood. Why is this even legal?
Horrible threatening, shaking, rumbling, trembling thunder- my home
deeply shudders in Anacortes . So disturbing and the antithesis of peace
here. Wednesday evening. How can I rest to work- in healthcare, under
much chronic stress.

98239

Quiet. Trees. Non stop roaring the only other sound. No city noses just
nature and the damn jets!
Woke me up
98239

How much of this noise do we have to endure

98239

I can’t hear my conversation.

Another growler shattering the peace

Leaving the only grocery store on the island. Flight stopped conversations it
was so loud.

Constant sound for several minutes

Loud and disturbing growlers running up their engines

Forks - peaceful cup of coffee on the deck shattered by jets circling playing
their war games! Go away!

More than one.
Please Please stop ! I need to open my windows to cool down my house !
Several rounds of flights overhead that are deafening

7:25pm, July 20. Outside enjoying the evening EXCEPT for the incredible
rumbling and roar of jet activity at Whidby. The noise is POUNDING and
ONGOING. South Lopez.

Been out of town for 10 days . It is hot and I cannot open windows ! No
FCLPS, they have lied again !
Coming up on 12 hours of flying and still counting!
"Constant loud noise continues
There is no break in the sound blasting us.
Navy please install noise mitigation measures such as noise baffles to save
US citizens subjected to noise that is supposed to be directed to US enemies
in the event of war. "

On and off all day, over 12 hours
Several very low flyovers of large military aircraft today, noise wasn’t as
horrific as Growler noise even though aircraft were very low. Stopped at
Agate Beach to watch a flyover that folks thought was crashing.
South Lopez. 7:35pm. 7/20. The jet roar from Whidbey is continuous and
thundering. It sounds like the whole fleet of growlers is gunning their
engines. Disgusting and abusive.
Three jets side by side over Coupeville… triple the horrible noise.

"Constant low level deep noise

Time is approximate. Trying to have a family dinner and burst from flights
interrupt conversations.

Drones on and on

We thought it was going to land in the helo spot it was so loud.

What more today? Not holding anything back for an enemy as it has all
been inflicted on US taxpayers today and wildlife. "

Wtf this amount of noise all day from the growlers is too much

"Forks and Snyder regions
Noisy jets, 2 or 3 perhaps all afternoon over Snyder Forest Service area, ONP
and Lake Crescent, only to return toForks for continued flights over town,
round and round, ad nauseum!"
Get the damn growlers out of Camano airspace

Wtf way too loud for residential area
8:30 pm and it starts up - deep thunderous shaking, shuddering racket.
Disturbing vibrations from the south- Whidbey. Navy torturing the
landscape, yet another night. Anacortes towards Washington Park. Horrid
and not fit for sleeping/rest
98239 two growlers dude by side over Coupeville… double the noise.

Growlers flying and making so much noise it is hard to believe

All day long and yet we can only report one incident.... Does anyone care ?

"Just keeps a steady more than low rumble blast

Birds, sea lions even Orcas tonight. Silent skies. EXCEPT THE ONLY MAN
MADE SOUND OF POLLUTING JETS!!!!

This certainly destroys not only our health but real estate values and
tourism dollars

Cant open windows ! It has been a hot day.

Jet noise is bad, often more than a noticeable annoyance. But today has
been a total assault on us. Why destroy us? "

Emissions are emanating from the direction of Oak Harbor. Intense and
distressing!

"Noise and more noise from Ault

"Engine noise from Ault has been going continuously, without a second of
pause for hours now

Watmough Head, Lopez"

Watmough head, lopez"

Another long, loud fly over.

Forks Especially loud, all outdoor conversations ceased. War games with
afterburners roaring for the better part of an hour.

"One wonders about the quality of the equipment if this much testing is
needed

Full day of ear shattering noise from the growlers

Or could this testing be conducted in places with less negative impact to
those around?

Growlers flying all day and now into the night. This is torcher of Americans
pure and simple and it needs to stop

Noise does not stop

Growlers making life hell below

It is loud inside house with windows closed."

guess the pilot decided to make sure we knew he was up there having fun!

Roar and rumble from the direction of Oak Harbor is horrendous.

Hell of a lot of noise coming from the growlers tonight

still going strong must be heading home in a hurry

Inappropriate amount of noise overhead that made it impossible to hold
conversations or do anything. Very disappointing and upsetting to live here

The acoustic energy emissions are coming from the direction of Oak Harbor,
very loud and very unsettling.

Just stop already. You’re disrupting a beautiful rare summer evening and all
of our peace at the end of a long day. Who needs that?

98229

Lots of long loud blasting of noise from Whidbey NAS
98239
98239
Loud growler flyby really shock to my ears
Nearing 12 hrs of off and on flights.
Not anywhere close but navy warplanes are shaking my home. There is just
deep deep rumbling and groaning and it is so disturbing even when audibly
drowned out. Impossible not to feel in the bones. Terrible intrusion into my
body. Anacortes 8:40 pm.
Off and the on very deep rumble growl from jets. I can f el it as I sit in my
chair and I know the flight is north.
Oh my God. I am so tired of these loud growler flights

98239
!!! Kids in bed and we have 8y(*&Y!! jets!
98239 Two more over Coupeville… double the noise. …
9-forty at night, of course it's loud!
back again, even louder!
Bedtime for bozos.
Camping in deception pass state park. Extremely busy holiday time with
tons of families camping. All day long these jets have been tearing through
the sky. It’s after 9pm and my kid can’t sleep because they’re exploding the
damn atmosphere above!
Come on growlers my grandkids are trying to sleep. How can this level of
noise be legal in a residential neighborhood

Damn another blast from Whidbey. Not as loud as many today. Why is Navy
Whidbey trying to kill us? This is not the sound of freedom but of
destruction to the lives of those of us in the area. Please Navy Whidbey be
reasonable.
ENOUGH ALREADY!!!
For the past 10 minutes today’s noise attack from Navy Whidbey has
ceased. Do hope it has stopped for the night. The noise assault has left my
mind and body jostled,similar to shaken infant syndrome as there was no
escaping the constant noise
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Too late,too low too loud Woke entire
household. Don’t fly over residences late at night!

It’s Saturday night and it is 9pm and their are growlers flying. There is no
boundary for them. We are living in a nightmare.
Just as preparing for bed, multiple Growlers took to the air, spoiling the
peace and quiet of the evening.
Just in time to put the children to bed
Kids WERE asleep until the jets came back.
Low rumble again. I know the growler jets are flying tonight. Again.
More growlers making noise. Daily ear shattering noise. How can this be
legal

Dugualla heights. Plane woke entire household.

must be electronically monitoring our internet as a return pass was even
louder

Forget sleep tonight !

"Nearly continuous jet noise, now 10pm

Forks and Rialto Beach- All bloody afternoon and into the evening, roars,
rumbles, afterburners engaged for darn war games training over town and
Park. So loud at 3:21, woke me from a deep rest. How much longer to
endure this tonight?

Can hear them in Coupeville, 12:29 AM from AULT FIELD. AWFUL!!!

F***.THESE.JETS

Can’t believe they are flying at 12:19am. Woke me up. So loud.
disrupting sleep

Growlers keeping my granddaughter awake. What a life.

Dugualla heights oak harbor. Too late too low too loud Woke entire
household from sleep. Don’t fly over residences after 10 pm.

I know they are far north but the sound travels so far and is still rumbling at
our house.

Many navy Whidbey jet noise incidents today. Can’t record them all
manually"

I want to crawl into a ball in my closet ! But it is too hot !!!!

Nice day until the growlers started their ear shattering noise

It may of not been a Growler but couldn’t tell it was loud and painful!

Outrageous!!!! Preserve the quiet. Please.

It was so peaceful in my home until time to go to bed- and darkness. Then it
begins the deep, terrible rumbling and shaking of my home, bedroom and
body. Terrible abuse. Unhealthy environment here- due to navy war
practice. Nightly

Trying to sleep bit the growlers are out flying so awake for the duration
Very loud growler
98239

10:30 at night. Growler noise reverberating all around.

I want to die !!! So loud !!

Another long, loud fly over. It's like living right next to an airport.

It is ridiculous if this is going to be taking place after 10 pm. Kids need to get
sleep for school, adults need to sleep to be productive at work—flying this
loud, this late, where the entire house is moving, is beyond inconsiderate to
civilians.

10:50pm, July 21. Huge blast of jet noise from Whidbey woke me up.
Sounded like 10 growlers taking off at once. This is abuse by the Navy. Why
is it necessary to broadcast jet activity at 10:50 at night? S Lopez
10:53pm, July 21. S Lopez. Jet noise loud. It awoke me, and now disrupts
ability to get back to sleep. Whidbey is sending jets into the air at this time
of night. Is this a good neighbor? Stupid.
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Plane woke entire household.
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Planes this loud shouldn’t be flying over
residences at this time of night.

It's 10:18 and the house has been rumbling for half an hour, at least. I'm
inside with all the doors and windows closed.
It's ten at night. The constant rumble is obnoxious. My kids are trying to
sleep and it a) keeps them up and b) scares the crap out of them.
LET ME SLEEP!
Low flying growler aircraft

10:56pm. July 21. Jet noise roaring fills the skies and fills my bedroom.
Whidbey active at this time of night. Atrocious. Sadly, this is not unusual
behavior. S. Lopez.

Low flying growler aircraft

11 at night. Loud blasts. Working week.. Need sleep

No sleep !

14 hours in
After 10 am at night. The skies are filled with jet thunder. Constant roaring.
Cannot sleep. South end Lopez
Ongoing noise over Coupeville tonight 10:45 pm with extremely loud noise
events to low frequency rumbles echoing across the region. Heard inside my
home over and over and over again.

Makes the coyotes here howl and me too.

Noise almost non stop all evening and now into the late night
Sleep ! Not happening !!
These are the nights the Growler’s are relentless! It feels like the world is
ending !
Trying to sleep on a warm night after a hot day. Your noise pollution is not
helping one bit

Pain !!!!

Way too loud, way too late

Really? 10:30 at night and still flying??

Woke me up

At least 8 low flying extremely loud jets one after the other over residential
area when reasonable working people will be trying to sleep,

98239
98239

How late are these folks allowed to fly over the islands??

11:06pm. July 21. Awakened just before 11pm by jet noise blasts. Have
not been able to go back to sleep. Now must wear noise cancellers. What a
night. Navy is an abuser. Southend Lopez.
1120 at night of course it's extremely loud
11pm AT NIGHT. July 21. Navy continues to abuse local residents. Jet noise
is incredible.
Dugualla heights oak harbor. Too late too loud. Don’t fly over residences
after 10 pm!
"Dugualla heights. Too low too loud too late at night. Woke the entire
household
Felt as though growler was landing in the backyard. Windows and walls
rattled. "
extremely loud over coupeville while trying to sleep
Growler engines keeping us awake when we are desperately trying to sleep
Growlers have been going all evening, and still rumbling
Growlers starting and running up their engines all morning very loud.
It’s 11:27pm …. They’re still flying making their horrible noise.
Loud, woke up
Plane noise going all evening …..and still continuing
Thanks for waking us up… 11:00 pm Coupeville.
Too late at night for jet flight.
"Trying to sleep- disturbed by deep. Rumbling, shaking sinister thunder,
after 11pm. Anacortes. Navy abuse of civilians continues. Unhealthy place
WE.ARE.TRYING.TO.SLEEP.

Woke me from a sound sleep. Several previous planes flying low over
residential area this evening as well.
Woke me up
ZZZZ NO! BRRRRAPPP
Woke us up at 12:36 am. What are they doing terrorizing communities at
this hour?
"Yes it is 12:30 AN and this engine noise from the Griwlers is ioloud. I can’t
even tell how many jets are contributing
SE LOPEZ, 31 Aug 22, Wed: 12:37pm Growler overhead - 84.2 dec, 12:40pm
another one -78.2 dec, 12:50pm - yet another screaming Growler 86 dec.
My wish: May Larsen and Murray experience living with this hideous noise
they have foisted on us.

